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NNB Generation Company (HPC) Limited, Hinkley Point C Power Station, Hinkley Point,
near Bridgwater, Somerset, TA5 1UD

Permit application number EPR/HP3228XT/V004

Introduction
We wrote to you in May 2021 to inform you that a virtual Public Inquiry had been scheduled by the Planning

Inspectorate (PINS). This is happening because NNB Generation Company (HPC) Limited (NNB GenCo)

appealed to the Secretary of State against the deemed refusal of their application to vary the permit conditions at

HPC for the discharge of turbine condenser cooling water and process waters into the Severn Estuary.

NNB GenCo no longer wish to install one of the fish protection measures, which are required by their existing

permit, on the cooling water intake pipes. This is the Acoustic Fish Deterrent (AFD) which together with other

measures, was intended to reduce the number of fish which could be drawn into the cooling water system and

killed.

This ebulletin is to update you with some information about the public inquiry and also includes
information previously issued about the appeal and public inquiry.
 
Latest

The Public Inquiry is taking place virtually using MS Teams. It started at 10.00am on 8 June.
Closing statements will be made on 24 June 2021.



The main parties are NNB GenCo, the Environment Agency and Severn Estuary Interests (SEI), which
has been confirmed as a 'Rule 6' party for the Inquiry. With this status they will be sent copies of the
documents by the other main parties, will be entitled to appear at the Inquiry and to cross-examine other
parties.  SEI will be representing the following bodies in this case - the Blue Marine Foundation, the
Somerset Wildlife Trust, the Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust, the Severn Rivers Trust, the Burnham Boats
and the Bristol Channel Federation of Sea Anglers.
The Inquiry is open to the public. To view the live stream you will need to search YouTube for:
APP/EPR/573 - Hinkley Point C, Bridgwater.
Read documents relating to the Public Inquiry on the Environment Agency's Sharefile system.
A revised programme has been published. All timings are estimates and the programme will be
updated in response to actual events.
Core documents are included in a folder '9. Core Documents' on the Sharefile system.
A Statement of Common Ground, agreed by the Environment Agency and the Appellant, and involving
SEI was submitted to PINS. All Proofs of Evidence were also submitted. These documents are available
on the Sharefile system.
The case has been recovered by the Secretary of State (SoS) for the Department for Environment Food
and Rural Affairs (Defra).  Following the Inquiry, this means that the Inspector will produce a
comprehensive report presenting recommendations for final determination by the SoS.
The Inspector overseeing the Inquiry for PINS is Mr Mike Robins MSc, BSc (Hons), MRTPI.
Only representations made to PINS relating to this appeal will be available and considered by the
inspector during the Inquiry.

 
What has happened so far?
On 4 August 2020, NNB GenCo served notice on us as it considered its application to vary the permit had been

refused because we had not yet completed our determination. This came after we shared our provisional results

of assessments carried out under the Habitats Regulations. NNB GenCo's notice stopped the permitting process

from that date.

The Habitats Regulations exist to protect the natural environment. They require that decision makers, such as

the Environment Agency, assess the impacts of the proposed variation on designated habitats and species.

While we had not made a final decision on the application to remove the AFD, our provisional conclusion was

that its removal, without additional mitigation measures, would be unlikely to meet the requirements of the

Habitats Regulations.  

On 24 September 2020 NNB GenCo told us that it had appealed to the SoS against the Environment Agency's

deemed refusal of the application to vary its permit conditions at HPC. PINS has powers delegated by the SoS to

deal with environmental permit appeals. As an independent regulator the Environment Agency takes a

proportionate approach but must be robust and confident in the assessments and decisions it makes. We will

carefully consider the grounds that NNB GenCo has set out and we will respond to the appeal accordingly.
        
What happens at a Public Inquiry?
Please note that this is no longer an Environment Agency led process. Our role is now to provide
evidence to the Inspector and to respond to any questions that are raised. The Planning Inspectorate is

responsible for running the appeal process.

Whilst the Public Inquiry is a formal procedure it is not a court of law. The aim is for the Inspector to thoroughly

test the evidence presented by all parties, so that they can make a decision. Witnesses are allowed to appear,

present evidence and can then be cross–examined by the legal representatives of other parties. There are no

statutory rules covering appeals against environmental permits, so instead they are heard in the 'spirit' of the

rules that do exist for planning appeals.

An Inspector from the Planning Inspectorate will oversee the Public Inquiry and review the evidence from all

parties concerned. The Inspector has been directed to make a recommendation to the Secretary of State for

Defra, George Eustice, who will decide the final outcome.

 
Who can attend the Public Inquiry?
If you wish to take part you should contact the Case Officer at PINS, Kevin Gordon.

To view the live stream you will need to search YouTube for: APP/EPR/573 - Hinkley Point C, Bridgwater
You can find out more about Public Inquiries and the appeals process from the Planning Inspectorate.

https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-1ASOH-5CCLLE-U3UWR-1/c.aspx
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-1ASOH-5CCLLE-U3WLN-1/c.aspx
mailto:kevin.gordon@planninginspectorate.gov.uk
https://environment-agency.uk.com/3O4M-1ASOH-5CCLLE-U3UWS-1/c.aspx


 

What happens after the Public Inquiry?
This is a complex case and there is a large amount of evidence to consider, so the Inspector's report and SoS
decision could both take several weeks. Following the Inquiry the SoS is now responsible for deciding whether to
uphold or dismiss the appeal brought by NNB GenCo.
If the appeal is upheld then the SoS will direct us to issue a permit and will confirm what conditions we must
include.
If the appeal is dismissed by the SoS then the current permit and conditions remain valid, including the
requirement to install, operate and maintain an Acoustic Fish Deterrent (AFD) system.
Once made the decision is final and no further comments can be considered on the case.

 
Where can I find more information?

Read documents relating to the Public Inquiry on the Environment Agency's Sharefile system.
Read documents about the original permit variation application and supporting information. You will need
to scroll down the Citizen Space page to find the documents under the heading 'Related'.
Call our National Customer Contact Centre on 03708 506506 to request a copy of the Appeal document
to be sent to you by email, quoting the permit number EPR/HP3228XT/V004. Unfortunately we can't send
a paper copy by post during the current circumstances.
Read about appeals against environmental permits.
Find out how to view public registers in Environment Agency offices.
Request information about the environmental permits for Hinkley Point C on the public register.
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Permitting

Email our Permitting Service if
you have any questions about
this permit application.
 
Read our website
for information about the
environmental permitting
process. 

Hinkley Point

Read our website for further
information about our role
regulating Hinkley Point.
 

Enquiries

Email us if you have a question
about our work on other local
issues.
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